
2021 puppy program overview 

 

Breeding Generation Information: 

We are planning on breeding for F1b goldendoodles, F1b Aussie doodles and Sheepadoodles 

(F1, F2, F1b) in the year 2021.  

 

Training included when you purchase a puppy.  

Here at no goats I have a great passion for breeding wonderful puppies. Part of this is 

finding and selecting the best, healthiest parent dogs with the best temperaments and 

dispositions. We have found the parents of our puppies contribute a lot to the general 

overall temperaments of our litters.  

 

We give each puppy a great “jump” start into life. Training with the puppies begin at 3 days 

old and continues until the day you pick them up. We use an advanced training program 

utilizing puppy culture teachings. You may ask  why I am putting so much time and effort 

into training a puppy under 8 weeks old. I have found by using advanced training and 

socialization techniques, I am installing the “software” for future training that you as 

puppy parents can leapfrog onto and start training immediately.  

 

I try to create confident, problem solving, outgoing puppies who will be better prepared to 

enter your home. Utilizing Puppy Culture teachings I integrate sounds, textures and 

experiences to better prepare them for the real world. It is a gathering of puppy raising 

protocols that will better prepare them for what they will experience in their new homes 

and the world. I try to focus on the early weeks of puppyhood to positively impact your 

puppy, this early focus will allow you to positively impact your puppy training with minimal 

effort rather than later trying to correct behavior for months or years that we find 

unacceptable.   

 

What all this means to you is I give you a head start of your puppies training. I spend close 

to 100 hours with each puppy in training, socialization and exposing them to new things. 

Some of the things I teach with each puppy that leaves my farm.  

- Litter box training 

- Soft Mouth training 

- Leash training 

- Crate training started 

- Place start training  



- Startle training 

- Patience and self soothing 

- Manding 

- Problem solving 

- Enrichment seeking 

 

We spends hours with each puppy habitualizing them to: 

- Feet & ear handing 

- Grooming sights and noises 

- Car rides 

- Different types, colors, body types, hair colors of people 

- Costumes  

- Sirens and other common day to day noises 

- T.V. & radio noises 

- Different types of flooring 

- Going different places 

 

One of the greatest tools I instill in each puppy is Manding. A puppies natural language to 

get what they want is to jump up on members of the pack and humans. This is a very 

common and cute thing when the puppy is tiny but when it reaches 40 plus pounds trying to 

correct this behavior or habit is a hard feat. I teach them to “Mand” or come and sit at 

your feet when they want something.   

 

All this additional training provides the puppy a stable base of experience, it gives the 

puppy the confidence it needs to step into the world. The training sets the stage for you 

as a pup parent to begin training right away because they are conditioned from the start 

to learn and seek enrichment and fulfillment by looking to you.  

 

Anticipated Litter breeding & hopeful due dates 

Litter Born date 

Apr/May/June  F1 litter Sheepadoodle (Old English x Standard Poodle)  

Apr/May/June  F1b Reverse Sheepadoodle (Sheepadoodle x Old English) 

 

May/Jun F1b Goldendoodle (Goldendoodle x Poodle) 

May/Jun F1b Reverse Sheepadoodle (Sheepadoodle x Old English) 

 



Jun/Jul Party Standard Poodle 

Jun/Jul F1 Sheepadoodle 

 

Aug/Sep F1b Reverse Sheepadoodle (Sheepadoodle x Old English) 

 

Sep/Oct F1b Aussie doodles (Aussiedoodle x Standard Poodle) 

Sep/Oct F1 Sheepadoodle (Standard Poodle x Old English) 

Sep/Oct F1b Sheepadoodle (Sheepadoodle x Old English) 

 

How deposit works 

Once you place your $500.00 deposit your name is added to the master list. When a 

litter is born and I determine how many puppies are available I then start texting 

everyone on the master list. Once contacted you will have the opportunity to commit to 

that litter. If you commit you are saying I will be taking a puppy from this litter. When 

contacted for litter commitment you will know what selection choice you are (Example: the 

letter will say you would have 5th choice in the litter). If you choose to NOT commit to 

that litter and pass, your name remains on the master list and your name moves up the list 

on selection order as people decide to commit to a litter.  If you commit to a litter then 

later decide you do not want a puppy your name goes to the bottom of the list.  

Example:  

Master list 

1. Meredith A. 

2. Flo B. 

3. Mikey C. 

4. Grover D. 

5. Your name here 

6. Mondo E.  

A litter of 6 Aussiedoodle puppies are born, you are contacted and asked if you want to 

commit to the litter. You only want a Sheepadoodle so you say, “No thank you I will wait on 

the next litter.” but everyone in front of you wants an Aussiedoodle so your name moves up 

the waitlist for the next litter.  

New Master List after Aussiedoodle Commitment 

1. Your name here 

2. Mondo E. 

3. Shadow F. 

4. Chase G.  



On Gotcha day your final payment for the puppy is due. The total cost for the puppy is 

$2500. All puppies are vet checked, wormed, received age appropriate shots and have a 

health warranty. It is my goal to never have one of my puppies/dogs end up in a shelter and 

on your contract at gotcha day there is a clause that states the dog/puppy can always 

come home at any point in its life. 

 

Deposit is $500.00 (non-refundable, if you change your mind) and total cost of puppy 

is $2500.00  

 

In 2021 we are initiating a board and training program that you can utilize, we are still 

developing the cost of this program but it will include but not limited to.  

Advanced crate training 

Advanced socialization training 

Advanced potty training 

 

 

 

 


